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Q- Can I travel to Europe ?
A - It depends where you are coming from.  The EU and Italy currently do not permit Americans or 
persons from selected other nations to enter at its borders.  However, there is a shortlist of exceptions 
and EU travel restrictions will be reviewed and updated every two weeks.

Q- Can any one come into Europe or Italy ?
A - No - if you aren't in the short list of countries authorized then you will need to have a qualifying reason 
for you to want to come into Europe and Italy.

Q- What could be a "qualifying reason" to be able to come into Italy ?
A- Owning a house that is in need of immdiate attention, or emergency works, for work reasons, because 
you are a resident coming home, it needs to be an essential and not postponable reason to come to Italy.

Q- Do i need to have documentation providing this "reason" ?
A - Better to have them, especially since Airlines have been fairly strict about checking supporting 
documentation for the exceptions because the financial burden is on them should you
be refused entry into the EU/Italy and be required to fly immediately back to your country.

Q - Any help or input you could give us ?
A - The Italian consulate in Los Angeles explained that the airlines have high discretion in this context 
and the best thing to do (assuming you have an essential and not postponable reason to come to Italy) is 
to fly with Alitalia or a flight operated by Alitalia, or fly directly to Italy. Even if this does not resolve the 
problem, "flying directly" to Italy will limit the possibilities to be bounced back.

Q- Would "purchasing" a house be a "qualifying reason" ?
A - We could argue that the closing of your deal is a "non-postponable"  business deal that requires your 
presence in person in Italy and showing a copy of the preliminary contract but personel at the borders 
could challenge that "you can appoint" a legal proxy to represent you and that buying a property is not a 
"work" related issue. It is, therefore, once again, unpredictable whether you will be able to come or not.

Q - And "renting" a property ?
A - As above. 

Q- If i have planned to purchase a house in the near future and i was supposed to come to Italy ?
A - It might be appropriate to start thinking about drafting a formal power of attorney to have a legal proxy 
able to represent you before the notary for the signature of the final deal.

Q- How do i get a Power of Attorney ?
A - The draft of the power of attorney for operations like this requires some time and the collaboration 
of the notary. Additionally, the document will have to be signed by you before a Public Notary in the US 
and then APOSTILLED (a form of authentication executed by the Secretary of State of the place where 
the Notary operates). Over the past weeks, we noticed in the US that many Secretary of State offices are 
closed or semi-closed due to COVID and therefore it is very problematic and SLOW to obtain apostilled 
documents. You can find more answers in the Buying and Selling section FAQ page.
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Q - Do they require that i have a Covid-19 test done before my arrival in Italy ?
A - Yes, depending where you are coming from they will require a negative Covid-19 test result done 
with in 72 hours prior to your arrival. If this is not possible you will be required to do one with in 48 
hours from your arrival in Italy.

Q - How do i get the Covid-19 test in Italy once i have arrived ?
A - Once you fill in the on-line arrival form (see below) they will contact you with in 48 hours.

Q - Would i be required to do a quarantine period once i get to Italy ?
A - Yes - depending where you are coming from for 14 days

Q - What else should i do when i enter Italy ?
A - Depending where you are coming from you, will also be required to report your entry to the 
ministry of health giving information on where you will be staying and your contact details - for 
Florence and Tuscany you can use this on-line system (in English) of the Tuscan Region :

https://www.prevenzionecollettiva.toscana.it/welcome/pages/segnalazione_estero.html#1

Q - Can i do a Covid-19 test once i arrive ?
A - Yes, since august in Tuscany anyone arriving from abroad can be tested for free. Also if you 
have just arrived they will ontact you directly to organize one with in 48 hours.

Q - Where i can find a list of countries and regulations for each of them ?
A - Here at the ministry of Health web site (english version) :

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/dettaglioContenutiNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?
lingua=english&id=5412&area=nuovoCoronavirus&menu=vuoto

Q - Can i travel around Italy once i come in and did my 14 days of quarantine ?
A - Depends on the situation at the time of your travel, things change very quickly and regulations 
can change also so check before travelling form one region to another.

The travel information is subject to updating according to the changing situation, so 
should always be double checked with the authorities in your country and in Italy. 

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/dettaglioContenutiNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?
https://www.prevenzionecollettiva.toscana.it/welcome/pages/segnalazione_estero.html#1
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RESURCES :

Foreign Minestry of Italy -  rules for Italian and non Residents coming to Italy and lists of 
countries : 

https://www.esteri.it/mae/en/ministero/normativaonline/decreto-iorestoacasa-domande-frequenti/
focus-cittadini-italiani-in-rientro-dall-estero-e-cittadini-stranieri-in-italia.html

Example of document to be completed to present at airports and check points 

Ministry of Health - General updated information on covid-19 rules, FAQ and contacts 

(english version)

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/homeNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?lingua=english

Tuscany Health Agency - list of countries and regulations and info and phone numbers : 

https://www.ars.toscana.it/2-articoli/4268-coronavirus-viaggiare-sicuri-raccomandazioni-restrizioni-

divieti.html

Tuscany tourist Agency - general information about travelling, and guidelines (english 

version) https://covid19.toscanapromozione.it/new-sars-cov-2-coronavirus-guidelines/

National Tourism Agency - general information (english version)

http://www.italia.it/en/useful-info/guidance-standards-for-hospitality-reopening.html

https://www.esteri.it/mae/en/ministero/normativaonline/decreto-iorestoacasa-domande-frequenti/focus-cittadini-italiani-in-
http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/homeNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?lingua=english
https://www.ars.toscana.it/2-articoli/4268-coronavirus-viaggiare-sicuri-raccomandazioni-restrizioni-divieti.html
https://covid19.toscanapromozione.it/new-sars-cov-2-coronavirus-guidelines/
http://www.italia.it/en/useful-info/guidance-standards-for-hospitality-reopening.html
https://www.pitcherflaccomio.com/pdf/modulo_rientro_da_estero_08_07_2020_eng.pdf
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Q- Will the apartment be clean when I enter ?
A - Yes, we will organize and make sure the apartment is throughly cleaned including all linens, kitchenware 
and appliances

Q- What products do you use to acheive a high degree and standard of cleaniness ?
A - We use the usual clenaing products with a high degree of detergent or alchool or bleach 
that are required by and listed in the ISS (Istituto Superiore di Sanità - High Institute of Health)

Q- Can you achieve an even higher degree of cleaniless or even "sanitization" of the apartment ?
A - Yes, even if not strictly required we can provide this additional service

Q- How would you acheive this result ?
A - We would use a machine that produces OZONE moleculas and we would saturate the air in 
the apartment with Ozone for a period of time.

Q- What is Ozone and how does it work ?
A - Ozone (O3) is a highly reactive gas composed of three oxygen atoms. It is both a natural and a man-
made product that occurs in the Earth's upper atmosphere. (the stratosphere) and lower atmosphere (the 
troposphere).It is a powerful oxidant (far more so than dioxygen). Advantages of ozone include high 
thermodynamic oxidation potential, less sensitivity to organic material and better tolerance for pH 
variations while retaining the ability to kill bacteria, fungi, viruses, as well as spores and cysts.

Q- What concentrations you will need to use to achievie a reasonal level of snitization of the property ?
A - The recommended concentration of OZONE for our purposes is approx. 2 ppm (part per million, or 4 mg 
per cubic meter).

Q- What is the contenctration of Ozone present in a space that would be safe for people, animals 
and plants ? 
A - The safety range which is 0.02 ppm for ozone levels.

Q- So how would this sanitization work ?
A - Before your arrival we would go to the apartment with the Ozone generator and put it in operation 
untill there is a saturization in the air of approx. 2 ppm (part per million, or 4 mg per cubic meter). After 
the procedure, we will wait approx. 30 minutes before opening all the windows to aerate the apartment.  
We can also opt for waiting until the OZONE decomposes back to oxygen, but this takes a few days. Once 
this procedure is completed, the apartment must be tested with an ozone meter to guarantee that the air is 
again within the safety range which is 0.02 ppm for ozone levels.

Q - If you do this procedure in advance of my arrival how would it work ?
A - Once the apartment has been cleaned and ready as last step we will procedure with the treatment 
and depending on how far in advance we will let it decay natrually or open the windows and areat it. 
We will then close the apartment and "seal" it to make sure no one goes inside before your arrival.

Q - Could I have this procedure done while I am already occupying the apartment ?
A - Sure we can do it as many times as you wish, but you cannot stay in the apartment while the procedure 
is ongoing and untill the Ozone levels are below the 0.02 ppm trashhold
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Q- How long this would take ?
A - Depending on the size of the apartment and how it is distribuited it will take approx 2 hours - 
0.45 minutes to achieve the saturation, 30 min to leave it work and 45 min of open windows.

Q - How would you enter the apartment to open the windows if the level of ozone is still harmful ?
A - In the first 30 minutes of letting the ozone do its job, the level will be already lower and our staff will 
have particular protective masks.

Q- Can this be done also for a single room or a section of the apartment ?
A - Sure as long as the area can be closed from the rest of the house.. 

Q - Can we have this treatment for our luggage/clothes too?
A - Yes of course, you have just to leave them inside the apartment with the suitcases or wardrobes open.

Q- How can you be sure that, after aerating the apartment, it is safe to use it?
A - After it has been aerated for a reasonable length of time, we will use an Ozone test meter. 

Q - Why Ozone is a better option to sanitize an apartment rather than the usualy detergent or 
pruducts ?
A - Because OZONE has special properties for sanitization, and also because it is a gas, it naturally 
permeates all the spaces and surfaces including beds, mattress, divans, curtains etc. without leaving a trace. 

Q - Do you have some references about the use of Ozone and it's properties against viruses and Covid ? 
A - Yes at the end of this FAQ section there are all the links and references

Q - So in your opinion Ozone is safe ?
A - Yes, within the acceptable range of 0.02 ppm. Please keep in mind that during the process no one, nor 
pets, should be in the house and that a prolonged use could create some damages to electronic 
equippment and plants. 

Q - Has Ozone been used before for this poprouse ?
A - Not specifically for the propouse of fighting the Covid.19 virus, but in Europe and Italy Ozone has been 
used since the 1960 as a way to disinfect, for example, meat (slaughter and meat processing), or cheese 
production facilities and water treatments.

Q - And in the United States ?
A -  According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), it is "amending the food additive 
regulations to provide for the safe use of ozone in gaseous and aqueous phases as an antimicrobial agent on 
food, including meat and poultry." Studies at California Polytechnic University demonstrated that 0.3 µmol/
mol levels of ozone dissolved in filtered tapwater can produce a reduction of more than 99.99% of such 
food-borne microorganisms as salmonella, E. coli and Campylobacter 

Q - Are there any studies that provide more deitail on the use of Ozone in fighting virus 
and Covid-19 ?
A - Yes below in the reference you will find the links to those studies 
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Q - Should I want you to sanitize the apartment I am going to rent through the use of Ozone, how 
would this work?
A - Once you have booked an aprtment you would let us know of your request and depnding on your arrival 
dates and if the apartment was occupied before you we would organize to do the procedure

Q - Would it have a cost ?
A - Yes, this would be an extra expense because it will involve special equipment, personnel and some time 
(for the procedure to take effect and get to the saturation level required) and also depending on where and 
how big the house is, it may require closing some internal doors and doing the procedure in sections.

Q - Could you quantify the cost ?
A - It is a bit difficult to give an exact price but, to give you a general idea for a normal 2 bedroom size 
apartment (approx 80 sq. mt. or 800 sq. ft.) and a normal layout we would be in the 50 euro (plus VAT) 
range.

Q - If the property is a big farm house or villa would it still be possible to have it sanitized ?
A - Sure we will probably need to get a professional company to do this and maybe use a different and 
quicker method like hidrogen peroxide.

Q - Could you provide some extra masks and hand sanitizer before our arrival or during our stay ?
A - Most probably yes.

Q - Are there any rules for wearing masks, gloves or other personal protective equipment ?
A - Generally yes, but these rules change quite often so better check also in the future if things hve 
changed. Currently in Italy (Nov. 2020) we have to wear a face mask inside and also out side - no 
particular rules on gloves or other equipment.

Q - Are there any rules for going out and will museums or restaurants be open ?
A - Again these rules change very often so better check constantly - the last regulation established that each 
region in Italy (in our case Tuscany) would be reviewed once a week to determine the level of danger and 
consequentially the level of closures. Here the last decree of the 24 October in english 

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/dettaglioNotizieNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?
lingua=italiano&menu=notizie&p=dalministero&id=5144 

Q - What are the general rules if i feel sick at home ?
A - Depending no how sick you feel, if it is an emergency you will call the natianal emergency number 112 or 
118 active 24h. In other cases in Tuscany you can get in contact with the health authorities by calling the 
24/7 public freephone number set up by the Ministry of Health: 1500 or the Tuscany region has also set up a 
free number to answer questions regarding local cases but it isn’t run all day and night: 800.55 6060, punch 
option 1. Available Monday through Friday, 9am-6pm. You can also call a local number 055 4385850 active 
from 9am to 1pm for informations or the local health agencies:

    ASL central Tuscany (Florence, Prato, Pistoia, Empoli): 055.5454777 rientrocina@uslcentro.toscana.it
    ASL north-west Tuscany (Pisa, Livorno, Lucca, Massa Carrara, Viareggio): 050.954444
    rientrocina@uslnordovest.toscana.it
    ASL south-east Tuscany (Arezzo, Grosseto, Siena): 800.579579
    rientrocina@uslsudest.toscana.it

http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/dettaglioNotizieNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?
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